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Cover photo: “You can’t say this!” Azerbaijani police crack down on peaceful protest in Baku. 
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INTrOduCTION
1.1. BaCkgrOuNd
The Institute for Reporters’ Freedom and Safety is a local Azerbaijani NGO 
founded on World Press Freedom Day in 2006 by two Azerbaijani journalists, 
in response to growing government restrictions on freedom of expression and 
freedom of press.

The organization’s reporting has been instrumental in bringing the issues of 
press freedom in Azerbaijan to the attention of relevant organizations and 
PGàDJBMT�JO�UIF�64�BOE�&VSPQF���*3'4�IBT�CFFO�B�NFNCFS�PG�UIF�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�
'SFFEPN�PG�&YQSFTTJPO�&YDIBOHF�	*'&9
�TJODF�0DUPCFS�������

IRFS’ broad freedom of expression approach, its ability to respond rapidly to 
even the most outrageous actions against press freedom is the DNA of IRFS’ 
activities in Azerbaijan.

IRFS monitors and reports on violations of freedom of expression in Azerbaijan, 
producing statements, appeals, analyses, and daily news reports, conducting 
press conferences, and raising awareness of journalists’ rights locally and 
internationally. As part of this commitment IRFS has been regularly producing 
comprehensive reports on the state of freedom of expression in Azerbaijan. 

The  current report, “Azerbaijan’s Critical Voices in Danger”, documents 
àOEJOHT�BOE�PVUMJOFT�GSFFEPN�PG�FYQSFTTJPO�WJPMBUJPOT�GPS�UIF�àSTU�IBMG�PG������
J�F��GSPN�+BOVBSZ����UP�+VMZ����������5IF�SFQPSU�QSPWJEFT�JOTJHIU�JOUP�IPX�UIF�
government continues to punish and prosecute individuals for expressing their 
opinions and protesting ongoing repression.

5IF�àSTU�IBMG�PG������XBT�UIF�QFSJPE�PG�UIF�JODSFBTJOHMZ�IPTUJMF�QPMJUJDBM�DMJNBUF�
to the activity of mass media outlets and civil society stakeholders.

In the past few months, dozens of journalists have 
been subjected to provocations, blackmailing, 
prosecutions, moral and physical pressure and 
litigations, and several media representatives have 
been arrested. During the reporting period the 
eight media representatives have been thrown to 
jail under various charges widely agreed by both 
local and international bodies to be trumped-up. 

1.2. OBjECTIvES aNd fOCuS
The overall objective of the IRFS Freedom of 
expression report is to advocate international 

IRFS / Objective TV correspondent, 
Rashad Aliyev was injured whilst 
covering violent clashes between 
police and residents in Guba, a small 
town in Northern Azerbaijan.
Photo: IRFS
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CFTU�QSBDUJDFT�PO�QSFTT�GSFFEPN�'SFFEPN�PG�&YQSFTTJPO�	'P&
�BOE�3JHIU�UP�
*OGPSNBUJPO�	35*
�BNPOH�LFZ�QPMJDZ�NBLFST�BOE�UP�BTTFTT�UIF�TJUVBUJPO�PG�UIF�
GSFFEPN�PG�FYQSFTTJPO�JO�"[FSCBJKBO��4QFDJàDBMMZ�UIF�*3'4�TPVHIU�UP�
r�"TTFTT�'P&�35*�NFEJB�SJHIUT�BOE�DBQBDJUZ�
r�3BJTF�BXBSFOFTT�BNPOH�MPDBM�BOE�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�TUBLFIPMEFST�PO�UIF�TUBUF�PG�
freedom of expression 
r�3FDPNNFOE� DPODSFUF� TUFQT� UP� UBDLMF� JNQVOJUZ� BOE� JNQSPWF� GSFFEPN�PG�
expression environment  
r�&OHBHF�UIF�EPOPS�DPNNVOJUZ�UP�DPOTJEFS�UIF�SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT�

1.3. METhOdOlOgy aNd STruCTurE
This report has been prepared on the basis of the investigations, interviews, 
monitoring of court proceedings, desk study and media monitoring, analysis 
of submitted inquiries and complains, IRFS safety hotline statistics and other 
legally obtained information. In close consultation with local and international 
media experts, the IRFS staff has put together this report. 

5IF�*3'4�SFDPNNFOEBUJPOT�GPDVT�PO�UXP�TQFDJàD�BSFBT�	�
�DPOTUJUVUJPOBM�QPMJDZ�
BOE�MFHBM�GSBNFXPSL�BOE�	�
�JNQVOJUZ�BOE�XPSLJOH�FOWJSPONFOU�GPS�KPVSOBMJTUT�

5IJT�SFQPSU�JT�PSHBOJ[FE�JO�UIF�àWF�DIBQUFST�DPWFSJOH�UIF�GPMMPXJOH�LFZ�BSFBT�PO�
XIJDI�UIF�*3'4�JT�GPDVTJOH��DPOTUJUVUJPOBM�QPMJDZ�BOE�MFHBM�FOWJSPONFOU��BOE�
impunity and working environment for journalists and critical voices.

Chapters one and two deal with impunity and violence against the journalists 
and political use of law to silence critical voices. In addition, the chapter two 
presents Azerbaijan’s political environment and the legal media environment 
XJUI�BOBMZTJT�BOE�àOEJOHT��$IBQUFS�UISFF�SFWFBMT�UIF�GBDUT�PO�QSPTFDVUJPO�PG�DJWJM�
society stakeholders and peaceful protesters. Chapter four assesses the state of 
GSFFEPN�PG�JOGPSNBUJPO��$IBQUFS�àWF�GPDVTFT�PO�UIF�TUBUF�DPOUSPM�PWFS�UIF�NFEJB�

Following introduction, the report cites the recommendations of the IRFS to 
improve freedom of expression in Azerbaijan. The last page of the report presents 
conclusion on the situation with freedom of expression.
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rECOMMENdaTIONS 

2.1. rECOMMENdaTIONS 
TO ENd IMpuNITy aNd 
IMprOvE wOrkINg 
ENvIrONMENT fOr 
jOurNalISTS
2.1.1. fOr ThE 
gOvErNMENT Of 
";&3#"Č"/�
r� &OE� BMM� GPSNT� PG� JNQVOJUZ� GPS� LJMMFST� PG�
journalists and ensure that all cases are resolved, 
and all guilty parties are punished in accordance 
with the law. 

r�%FUBJO�BOE�QSPTFDVUF�UIF�NBTUFSNJOET�XIP�PSEFSFE�UIF�LJMMJOH�PG�&MNBS�
)VTFZOPW�JO������BOE�3BàH�5BHJ�JO�������
r�1VCMJTI�BMM�BWBJMBCMF�JOGPSNBUJPO�SFMBUFE�UP�UIF�UXP�NVSEFST�PG�KPVSOBMJTUT��
r�&OE�JNQVOJUZ�GPS�BUUBDLT�PO�KPVSOBMJTUT��&OTVSF�UIBU�BMM�DBTFT�BSF�SFTPMWFE�
and the guilty are punished in accordance with the law. 
r�%FUBJO�BOE�QSPTFDVUF�UIF�NBTUFSNJOET�XIP�PSEFSFE�CMBDLNBJMJOH�BUUBDL�
PO�PVUTQPLFO�GFNBMF�KPVSOBMJTU�,IBEJKB�*TNBZMPWB�JO�.BSDI������
r� 'VMMZ� JOWFTUJHBUF� UISFBUT� BHBJOTU� KPVSOBMJTUT� BOE� FTUBCMJTI� B� QSPUFDUJPO�
mechanism. 

�������'03�.&%*"�03("/*;"5*0/4�
r�.FEJB� PSHBOJ[BUJPOT� TIPVME� UBLF� GVMM� SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ� UP� DBSF� GPS� WJDUJNT�
of  attacks in terms of initiating preventive measures, providing insurance 
cover, and medical coverage.  

2.2. rECOMMENdaTIONS TO IMprOvE MEdIa 
pOlICy aNd lEgISlaTION
�������'03�";&3#"Č"/*�(07&3/.&/5�
r�5P�SFNPWF�UIF�BSUJDMF�TUJQVMBUJOH�DSJNJOBM�SFTQPOTJCJMJUZ�GPS�EFGBNBUJPO�GSPN�
the Criminal Code of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
r�3FWFSTF�UIF�CBO�QSPIJCJUJOH�GPSFJHO�SBEJP�DIBOOFMT�GSPN�CSPBEDBTUJOH�PO�
national FM frequencies.
r�8JUIESBX�SFTUSJDUJWF�BNFOENFOUT�UP�UIF�MFHJTMBUJPO�XIJDI�JOUFOE�UP�MJNJU�UIF�
activities of mass media and media representatives.
r� &TUBCMJTI� UIF� *OTUJUVUJPO� PG� *OEFQFOEFOU� 1SFTT� 0NCVETNBO� JO� MJOF�
with international standards and to empower it with the authority of Press 
Ombudsman that currently belongs to the Commissioner for Human Rights.

Turan agency reporter Etimad 
Badagov was attacked 
by police during covering 
opposition rally last spring. 
He was wearing a vest with 
the word “Press” on the 
back, clearly identifying him 
as a journalist.Azerbaijani 
authorities should hold 
responsible police officers 
who continue to assault 
journalists with impunity, 
says IRFS”.  
Photo: IRFS
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r� 4FU� VQ� JOEFQFOEFOU� CSPBEDBTUJOH� SFHVMBUPSZ� CPEZ� UP� FOTVSF� GBJS� BOE�
USBOTQBSFOU� EJTUSJCVUJPO� PG� 57� BOE� SBEJP� GSFRVFODJFT� UISPVHI� TJNQMJàFE�
application for licenses.
r�&TUBCMJTI�OFX�QVCMJD�UFMFWJTJPOT�JO�UIF�GSFRVFODJFT�PG�UIF�";57�DIBOOFM�BOE�
JUT�BGàMJBUFT�*ENBO�	4QPSU
�"[FSCBJKBO�57�BOE�.FEFOJZZFU��	$VMUVSF
�57�BT�
well as a second and a third public radio channels in the frequency occupied 
by the state radio channel.
r�&OE�IBSBTTNFOU� PG� JOEFQFOEFOU�/(0T� BOE� DJWJM� TPDJFUZ� SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT�
to annul the restrictive amendments made to the law on non-governmental 
organizations and to adopt liberal legislation regulating civil society. 
r�"MMPX�UIF�DSFBUJPO�PG�BO�JOEFQFOEFOU�OPO�TUBUVUPSZ�QSFTT�DPVODJM�VOEFS�UIF�
sole responsibility of media professionals, or other self-regulatory systems of 
media accountability. 
r� 3FWJFX� BOE� BNFOE�NFEJB� MFHJTMBUJPO� UP� FOTVSF� JU� SFTQFDUT� JOUFSOBUJPOBM�
principles on press freedom, in particular by abolishing restrictive amendment 
to the Law on Access to Information.
r�&OTVSF�USBOTQBSFODZ�JO�NFEJB�PXOFSTIJQ�TUSVDUVSFT�
r�&TUBCMJTI�BO�JOEFQFOEFOU�BVUIPSJUZ� JO�DIBSHF�PG�EJTUSJCVUJOH�HPWFSONFOU�
funded advertising to media outlets in a fair manner.
r�'PSNVMBUF�BOE�FOGPSDF�B�GBJS�HPWFSONFOU�BEWFSUJTJOH�QPMJDZ�GPS�MFWFMJOH�UIF�
QMBZJOH�àFME�GPS�QSJWBUF�BOE�TUBUF�SVO�NFEJB�

2.3 rECOMMENdaTIONS fOr 
INTErgOvErNMENTal OrgaNIzaTIONS, 
fOrEIgN COuNTrIES aNd INTErNaTIONal 
OrgaNIzaTIONS TO IMprOvE frEEdOM Of 
&913&44*0/�*/�";&3#"Č"/
r�%FNBOE�BDUJPOT�OPU� KVTU�XPSET� GSPN� UIF�"[FSCBJKBOJ� HPWFSONFOU� UP�
GVMàMM�JUT�PCMJHBUJPOT�SFHBSEJOH�QSFTT�GSFFEPN�GSFFEPN�PG�FYQSFTTJPO�BOE�
human rights.
r�%FNBOE�GSPN�UIF�"[FSCBJKBOJ�HPWFSONFOU�BOE�MBX�FOGPSDFNFOU�BHFODJFT�
to end all forms of impunity for killers of journalists and ensure that all 
cases are resolved, and all guilty parties are punished in accordance with 
the law. 
r�5P�JNQPTF�TBODUJPOT�PO�"[FSCBJKBO�GPS�OPO�DPNQMJBODF�XJUI�UIF�PCMJHBUJPOT�
regarding press freedom, freedom of expression and human rights. 

 

2.4. rECOMMENdaTIONS fOr jOurNalISTS 
aNd MEdIa wOrkErS 
r�"MXBZT�BCJEF�CZ�UIF�DPEF�PG�QSPGFTTJPOBM�FUIJDT
r�*NNFEJBUFMZ�DBMM� UIF�*3'4�IPUMJOF� (+994 50 398 48 38 ,  +994 55 
398 48 38) and inform the IRFS, civil society institutes, media and the 
representations of international diplomatic corps about the potential 
threats to your personal safety.
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$)"15&3�0/&��*.16/*5:�'03�
vIOlENCE agaINST jOurNalISTS

0O�.BSDI���������&MNBS�)VTFZOPW�GPVOEFS�BOE�DIJFG�FEJUPS�PG�UIF�
opposition weekly news magazine Monitor was fatally gunned down 
in his apartment building in Baku. More than seven years later, there 
JT�TUJMM�OP�KVTUJDF�GPS�&MNBS�)VTFZOPW�

*O�UIF�TFWFO�ZFBST�XIJDI�IBWF�QBTTFE�TJODF�&MNBS�)VTFZOPW�T�NVSEFS�
he has become a symbol for journalists throughout Azerbaijan and the 
region, providing an example of the bravery of investigative journalists, 
who under such repressive regimes often become human rights 
defenders themselves. His case also serves as a constant reminder 
of the injustice for the victims and their families as the instigators – 
and often the perpetrators – of these tragic killings continue to walk 
GSFF��'PS�UIFTF�SFBTPOT�*3'4�EFEJDBUF�UIJT�DIBQUFS�PG�SFQPSU�UP�&MNBS�

)VTFZOPW�BOE�IJT�GPMMPXFST�XIP�DPOUJOVF�UP�àHIU�GPS�KVTUJDF�GPS�&MNBS�BOE�
other journalists who have been targeted for their work.

4JODF�&MNBS�)VTFZOPW�T�NVSEFS�UIFSF�IBWF�CFFO�EP[FOT�PG�WJPMFOU�BUUBDLT�
against journalists in Azerbaijan, including the murder of prominent journalist 
BOE�XSJUFS�3BàH�5BHJ� JO�/PWFNCFS�������/POF�PG�UIFTF�BUUBDLT�IBWF�CFFO�
seriously investigated or prosecuted, resulting in a climate of impunity for 
those who wish to use violence to silence critical voices.

%VSJOH�àSTU�IBMG�PG������PO����PDDBTJPOT�NPSF�UIBO����KPVSOBMJTUT�BOE�UIFJS�
DMPTF�SFMBUJWFT� 	JO� TPNF�DBTFT� SFQFBUFEMZ
� GBDFE�WJPMFODF�� *O�NPTU�DBTFT� UIF�
violence was aimed at impeding professional activities of journalists guaranteed 
by constitution. In the below-mentioned cases, no one has been brought to 
justice for putting pressure on journalists, injuring or blackmailing them, 
CSFBLJOH�UIFJS�QSPGFTTJPOBM�FRVJQNFOU�	DBNFSBT
�BOE�BSSFTUJOH�UIFN�JMMFHBMMZ���

0O�+BOVBSZ��UI�4BBUMJ�EJTUSJDU�QPMJDF�EFQBSUNFOU�PGàDFS�JMMFHBMMZ�EFUBJOFE�,VS�
Civil Society coordinator Ogtay Gulaliyev and Turan Information Agency 
director Mehman Aliyev. They were arrested near Novruzlu village, which is 
POF�PG�UIF�DPNNVOJUJFT�BGGFDUFE�CZ�UIF�SJWFS�áPPEJOH�JO�.BZ�������(VMBMJZFW�
and Aliyev were talking to villagers, when suddenly the police arrived and 
UPPL�UIFN�UP�QPMJDF�PGàDF�VTJOH�WJPMFODF��'PMMPXJOH�����IPVS�MPOH�EFUFOUJPO�JO�
4BCJSBCBE�1PMJDF�0GàDF�BOE�(VMBMJZFW�BOE�"MJZFW�XFSF�SFMFBTFE��������

0O�+BOVBSZ���UI��5VSBO�*OGPSNBUJPO�"HFODZ�QIPUPHSBQIFS�&UJNBE�#VEBHPW�BOE�
Objective TV video operator Rashad Aliyev were detained while performing their 
QSPGFTTJPOBM�EVUJFT��5IFZ�XFSF�àMNJOH�B�QSPUFTU�BDUJPO�IFME�CZ�IPVTJOH�EFQPTJUPST�
defrauded by Gen and Kamran Construction Companies in front of the Presidential 
Administration building. Their still camera and video camera were seized. Both 
journalists were released after all of their recordings had been deleted.

Seven years on, there is still no 
justice for Elmar Huseynov.
Photo: TURAN
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0O� +BOVBSZ� ��UI� QPMJDF� VTFE� QIZTJDBM� GPSDF� UP� QSFWFOU� 5VSBO� *OGPSNBUJPO�
"HFODZ� FNQMPZFF� &UJNBE� #VEBHPW� GSPN� àMNJOH� B� MBSHF� QSPUFTU� CZ� UBYJ�
ESJWFST�JO�GSPOU�PG�UIF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�5SBOTQPSU���0OF�QPMJDF�PGàDFS�LJDLFE�UIF�
photographer and knocked him down. 

During the reporting period, Azadlig newspaper employee Seymur Hazi 
	)B[JZFW
�XIP�IBE�CFFO�BCEVDUFE�BOE�CFBUFO�CZ�VOLOPXO�QFSTPOT�MBTU�ZFBS�
was assaulted once again. He was followed by unknown persons for several 
days in late January and early February. On the evening of March 25th Seymur 
Hazi was kidnapped by masked men in Jeyranbatan settlement, beaten and 
then dumped, with his arms tied behind his back, in Binagadi district of Baku.
0O�UIF�NPSOJOH�PG�.BSDI���B�DSPXE�FTUJNBUFE�BU������PS������NBTTFE�
PVUTJEF�UIF�MPDBM�HPWFSONFOU�PGàDFT�JO�UIF�OPSUIFSO�UPXO�PG�(VCB�EFNBOEJOH�
major’s resignation. The rioting led to a heavy police deployment, arrests and a 
visit by a government delegation. 

The 61-year-old author died after 
suffering multiple stab wounds in 
an attack in the Azeri capital on 19 
November, 2011. No one has been 
charged with his murder.
Photo: RFE/RL
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Police tried to disperse the protesters, detaining around 25 of them, beating 
PUIFST�XJUI�USVODIFPOT�BOE�àSJOH�UFBS�HBT�JOUP�UIF�DSPXE���5IF�HPWFSONFOU�
sent in riot police and interior ministry troops, and this led to more skirmishing 
around the town. The journalists covering the rioting were among those 
injured. Rashad Aliyev, Objective TV correspondent got head injury and Idrak 
"CCBTPW�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�PG�UIF�*3'4�BOE�"ZOB�;FSLBMP�OFXTQBQFS�HPU�BO�BSN�
injury. Furthermore, Radio Liberty correspondents Javanshir Agamaliyev and 
Abbas Atilay, Turan Information agency correspondents Tapdig Farhadoglu 
and Farid Gahramanov, and Yeni Musavat newspaper photo-reporter Farahim 
Ilgaroglu were poisoned by the tear-gas, which was used against protesters.

0O�.BSDI��UI��"[BEMJH�OFXTQBQFS�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�3BNJO�%FLP�GBDFE�QPMJDF�
QSFTTVSF�XIJMF�QSFQBSJOH�B�SFQPSU�PO�QSPUFTUT�OFBS�&MNMBS�"LBEFNJZBTJ�NFUSP�
station against the prison abuse of prisoners of conscience Mahammad Majidli 
BOE�#BCBL�)BTBOPW��%FLP�IBE�CFFO�UBLFO�UP�1PMJDF�0GàDF�����XIFSF�IJT�
DBNFSB�XBT�DPOàTDBUFE�BOE�SFUVSOFE�POMZ�BGUFS�UIF�JNBHFT�XFSF�EFMFUFE�GSPN�
the memory card. 

0O� .BSDI� �UI� *3'4�T� /BLIDIJWBO� DPSSFTQPOEFOUT� &MNBO� "CCBTPW� BOE�
Hakimeldostu Mehdiyev, and Turan News Agency correspondent Ilgar 

Ayna/Zerkalo journalist and IRFS 
staffer, Idrak Abbasovwas viciously 
attacked by police and security 
guards on the outskirts of Baku on 
April 18, 2012. He was wearing a 
vest with the word “Press” on the 
back, clearly identifying him as a 
journalist.
Photo:Yeni Musavat
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Nasibov faced pressure as they were interviewing Popular Front Party member 
Sevindik Ahmadov. 

Akhmedov, a resident of Nakhchivan, unable to bear a complex social situation 
took a large number of drugs in an attempt to commit suicide. Not a single 
medical institution in Nakhchivan would to accept him for treatment, because 
he is a member of the Popular Front Party. In the end, he was placed in the 
Nakhchivan clinic for the mentally ill, but three days later he was evicted 
from there. Local journalists and human rights defenders tried to meet with 
Ahmadov and the chief doctor of the clinic in order to get an explanation.

The chief doctor refused to give any explanation. IRFS’s Nakhvhivan 
DPSSFTQPOEFOUT� &MNBO� "CCBTPW� BOE� )BLJNFMEPTUV� .FIEJZFW� BOE� 5VSBO�
News Agency correspondent Ilgar Nasibov faced pressure as they tried to 
interview Sevindik Ahmadov in the yard of the clinic. An unknown person 
pretending to be a guard threatened the journalists and demanded that they 
leave the yard. He threatened them that if they didn’t leave the yard they 
would face problems and the journalists decided to leave the area. 

0O�.BSDI��UI�KVTU�B�EBZ�BIFBE�PG�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�8PNFO�T�%BZ�JOWFTUJHBUJWF�
journalist Khadija Ismayilova who runs the After Work Radio Liberty radio 
show and has conducted numerous investigative reports into corruption by 
IJHI�MFWFM�"[FSCBJKBOJ�PGàDJBMT�SFDFJWFE�B�UISFBUFOJOH�MFUUFS�DPOUBJOJOH�WFSZ�
intimate pictures of her, a direct attempt to stop her latest investigations. 
Khadija’s responded through an open letter on her Facebook page vowing not 
to stop her journalistic activities. Subsequently, the perpetrators continued 
their smear campaign against Ismayilova, posting intimate video clip with 
scenes from the journalist’s private life on a phony website, which had been set 
VQ�UP�TVHHFTU�B�OPO�FYJTUJOH�BGàMJBUJPO�XJUI�UIF�PQQPTJUJPO�QBSUZ�

5IF�PGàDJBM�OFXTQBQFS�PG�UIF�SVMJOH�QBSUZ���:FOJ�"[ƘSCBZDBO�m�QVCMJTIFE�B�MPOH�
BSUJDMF�BHBJOTU�,IBEJKB�*TNBZJMPWB�BOE�PUIFS�3'&�3-�FNQMPZFFT��0GàDJBMMZ�
however, the authorities condemned the blackmail. “The right to privacy for 
every citizen is guaranteed by the Constitution and no one can intrude into 
another citizen’s life,” the Chief of the Presidential Administration’s Public 
Policy Department Ali Hasanov told APA. 

5IF�OFYU�EBZ�#BLV�1SPTFDVUPS�T�0GàDF�PQFOFE�B�DSJNJOBM�DBTF�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�
����	*OGSJOHFNFOU�PG�JOWJPMBCJMJUZ�PG�UIF�QSJWBUF�MJGF
��

0O� "QSJM� ��� UIF� 1SPTFDVUPS�T� 0GàDF� SFMFBTFE� B� TUBUFNFOU� DPOUFTUJOH�
*TNBZJMPWB�T�DMBJNT��)PXFWFS�UIJT�TIFE�MJUUMF�MJHIU�PO�UIF�QSPHSFTT�PG�àOEJOH�
the perpetrators. Instead, it listed the names and addresses of those who had 
been interviewed in connection with the case – namely the journalist’s family 
and friends.

"DDPSEJOH�UP�UIF�1SPTFDVUPS�T�0GàDF�JOWFTUJHBUJPO�JT�JO�QSPHSFTT��
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Khadija Ismaylova believes, however, that investigating agencies, in addition to 
the newspapers “Yeni Azerbaijan” and “Iki Sahil”, have connections with those 
behind the blackmail threat. According to Ismaylova, the orders behind these 
acts comes from the Presidential Administration. 

0O�.BSDI��UI�4BJE�"CCBT[BEF�B�TJY�ZFBST�PME�TPO�PG�*3'4�BOE�"ZOB�;FSLBMP�
newspaper journalist Idrak Abbasov, was hit by a car near the kindergarten 
�����JO�4VMVUBQB�TFUUMFNFOU��5IF�ESJWFS����ZFBST�PME�BMMFHFEMZ�SFTQPOTJCMF�GPS�
UIF�BDDJEFOU�XBT�EFUBJOFE�BOE�UBLFO�UP�UIF�#JOBHBEZ�1PMJDF�EFQBSUNFOU������
Following short detention, the driver was released. Idrak Abbasov considers 
this action to be politically motivated.

On March 26, the director of the Baku Information Agency, Sudeyf Mejidov, the 
agency’s executive director, Vasif Sadikhbayli, and operator Ilham Rasulzade 
XFSF�EFUBJOFE�CZ�4BMZBO�EJTUSJDU� QPMJDF� GPS� àMNJOH� UIF� JMMFHBM� DPMMFDUJPO�PG�
bribes at a radar checkpoint. 

Mejidov, and Rasulzade traveled to Salyan to investigate reports that persons in 
plain clothes had been installing radar devices on the main road and collecting 
NPOFZ�GSPN�ESJWFST��8IFO�KPVSOBMJTUT�TUBSUFE�UP�àMN�UIF�QMBJO�DMPUIFE�NFO�
stopping cars and demanding money from the drivers near the radars the men 
BQQSPBDIFE�UIFN�BOE�BTLFE�XIFUIFS�UIFZ�IBE�QFSNJTTJPO�UP�àMN��5IFO�UIFZ�
DBMMFE�UIF�4BMZBO�1PMJDF�0GàDF��5IF�QPMJDF�BSSJWFE�BOE�UPPL�UIF�KPVSOBMJTUT�
UP� 4BMZBO� 3FHJPOBM� 1PMJDF� 0GàDF�� )PXFWFS� UIF� KPVSOBMJTUT� IBE� NBOBHFE�
to remove the cassette from the camera by the time the plain clothes men 
BQQSPBDIFE�VT��"GUFS�LFFQJOH�KPVSOBMJTUT�GPS����IPVST�UIF�QPMJDF�SFUVSOFE�UIFJS�
FRVJQNFOU�BOE�SFMFBTFE�UIFN��5IF�KPVSOBMJTUT�DBMMFE�UIF�����QPMJDF�IPUMJOF�
and provided information about the incident.

0O�.BSDI���UI��.VTBWBU�OFXTQBQFS�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�JO�#BMBLBO�SFHJPO�"LJG�
Mammadli was summoned  to the Department on Fight against Drugs of 
#BMBLBO�3FHJPOBM�1PMJDF�0GàDF��XIFSF�IF�XBT�RVFTUJPOFE�GPS���IPVST��"DDPSEJOH�
to Yeni Musavat newspaper editor-in-chief Rauf Arifoglu, Mammadli had 
written several critical articles on situation in Balakan and in particular, on 
ESVH�USBGàDLJOH�JO�UIF�TBNF�SFHJPO��5IF�KPVSOBMJTU�GBDFE�JOUJNJEBUJPO�GSPN�
QPMJDF�PGàDFS�.BIJZBEEJO�.VTBZFW�XIP�EFNBOEFE�GSPN�KPVSOBMJTU�UP�TUPQ�IJT�
investigations.

0O�"QSJM��OE�5VSBO�*OGPSNBUJPO�"HFODZ�QIPUPHSBQIFS�&UJNBE�#VEBHPW�BOE�
3'&�3-�SFQPSUFS�/VTIBCF�'BUVMMBZFWB�GBDFE�QIZTJDBM�QSFTTVSF�XIJMF�àMNJOH�UIF�
EFNPMJUJPO�XPSL�BU����4IBNTJ�#BEBMCBZMJ�TUSFFU�JO�#BLV���&UJNBE�#VEBHPW�BOE�
/VTIBCB�'BUVMMBZFWB�XFSF�BUUBDLFE�CZ�#BLV�&YFDVUJWF�1PXFS�4FDSFUBSJBU�IFBE�
;VMGBMJ�*TNBZJMPW�BOE�IJT����XPSLFST�GPMMPXJOH�B�DMBTI�CFUXFFO�UIF�SFTJEFOUT�BOE�
persons carrying out demolition. No one was brought to justice for the incident. 

0O�"QSJM��UI�B�WPJDF�SFDPSEFS�WJEFP�BOE�TUJMM�DBNFSBT�XFSF�DPOàTDBUFE�GSPN�
*3'4� DPSSFTQPOEFOUT� JO�/BLIDIJWBO�)BLJNFMEPTUV�.FIEJZFW� BOE�&MNBO�
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Abbasov at the Sadarak Customs and Border Crossing Point. On the next day 
the police returned the equipment in damaged condition.

0O� "QSJM� �UI� ,VS� $JWJM� 4PDJFUZ� DPPSEJOBUPS� BOE� 5SBOTQBSFODZ� NBHB[JOF�
editor-in-chief Ogtay Gulaliyev, was detained by police at the Sabirabad 
region while he was meeting with citizens of Minbashi village. Next day, 
Sabirabad Regional Court charged Gulaliyev with swearing in a public place, 
BOE�TFOUFODFE�IJN�UP����EBZT�JO�KBJM�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�����	NJOPS�IPPMJHBOJTN
�PG�
the Code of Administrative Offences. Later on a criminal case was launched 
BHBJOTU�(VMBMJZFW�VOEFS�UIF�"SUJDMF�������PG�UIF�$SJNJOBM�$PEF�	"QQFBMT�UP�
active insubordination to legal requirements of representatives of authority and 
UP�NBTT�EJTPSEFST�BT�XFMM�BT�BQQFBMT�UP�WJPMFODF�BHBJOTU�DJUJ[FOT
��0O�+VOF���UI�
Sabirabad Regional Court released Gulaliyev on police bail. 

0O� "QSJM� ��UI� *3'4�"ZOB� ;FSLBMP� KPVSOBMJTU� *ESBL� "CCBTPW� XBT� CSVUBMMZ�
CFBUFO�CZ�FNQMPZFFT�PG�UIF�"[FSCBJKBO�4UBUF�0JM�$PNQBOZ�	40$"3
�XIJMF�
àMNJOH�EFNPMJUJPO�XPSL�JO�B�SFTJEFOUJBM�BSFB�DMPTF�UP�POF�PG�#BLV�T�OVNFSPVT�
PJMàFMET��#FIJOE�UIF�EFNPMJUJPO�JT�UIF�QPXFSGVM�TUBUF�PJM�DPNQBOZ�40$"3�
XIJDI�TBZT�UIF�IPVTJOH�JT�JMMFHBM��UIF�SFTJEFOUT�TBZ�UIFZ�CPVHIU�UIF�MBOE�JO�HPPE�
GBJUI��8IFO�"CCBTPW�CFHBO�àMNJOH�40$"3�FNQMPZFFT�WJPMFOUMZ�BTTBVMUFE�
him, breaking two ribs, damaging his eyes, and leaving him unconscious for 
multiple hours with prolonged head trauma. He was in hospital for almost a 
month and the full extent of his injuries remains unknown to date. According 
to eyewitnesses, the police looked on during the beating. The other journalists 
at the demolitions, including Gunay Musayeva of Yeni Musavat newspaper and 
two IRFS cameramen, have spoken about the chaos at the scene. Musayeva 
XBT�BMTP�BUUBDLFE�CZ�HVBSET�CVU�EJE�OPU�SFRVJSF�IPTQJUBMJ[BUJPO��UIF�UBYJ�UIF�
cameramen arrived in had its windscreen broken, but the men were unhurt. 
"�TUBUFNFOU�JTTVFE�CZ�UIF�MPDBM�&6�EFMFHBUJPO�JO�SFTQPOTF�UP�"CCBTPW�T�BTTBVMU�
declared the incident “yet another example of unacceptable pressure [to which] 
journalists in Azerbaijan are exposed”. 

SOCAR launched an independent investigation commission and released 
B�SFQPSU�BU�UIF�FOE�PG�.BZ�XIJDI�DPODMVEFE�UIBU�	J
�"CCBTPW�IBE�OPU�CFFO�
XFBSJOH�B�QSFTT�KBDLFU�BOE�UIBU�	JJ
�IF�IBE�QSPWPLFE�UIF�àHIU�TVQQPSUFE�CZ�
fellow villagers. Both conclusions contradict photo evidence and witness 
testimonies, and have been deemed tantamount to a smear campaign. 

0O�.BZ���UI�3BEJP�-JCFSUZ�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�+BWBOTIJS�"HBNBMJ�GBDFE�QSFTTVSF�
by plain-clothed persons, while performing his professional activity covering 
UIF�QSPUFTU�BDUJPO�BHBJOTU�UIF�'MPXFS�'FTUJWBM��)JT�DBNFSB�IBE�CFFO�DPOàTDBUFE�
and the footage on the protest action was deleted. 

0O�.BZ���UI��KPVSOBMJTU�5BINJOB�5BHJ[BEF�XBT�DBMMFE�UP�(BOKB�$JUZ�1PMJDF�
0GàDF��5BHJ[BEF�XBT�TUPQQFE�CZ�QPMJDF�XIJMF�TIF�XBT�JOUFSWJFXJOH�SFTJEFOUT�PG�
Nizami street in Ganja city, whose were being demolished. She was released 
after a brief interrogation. The police threatened Tagizadeh with possible 
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arrest if she did not stop covering the evictions. 

A group of journalists faced physical pressure by the police and plain clothed 
police agents while performing their professional duties covering opposition 
SBMMZ�PO�.BZ���TU��5IF�QPMJDF�BMTP�VTFE�QSFTTVSF�PO�UIF� KPVSOBMJTUT�àMNJOH�
the demonstration. A photographer and operator of Objective TV, Mehman 
Huseynov and MirRahim Hasanov were assaulted, and their video and photo 
cameras were damaged. Furthermore, foreign media representatives, who 
XFSF�DPWFSJOH�UIF�FWFOU�BMTP�GBDFE�WJPMFODF��B�QMBJO�DMPUIFE�QPMJDF�BHFOU�IJU�
Steffen Haufe, a German photo-reporter who had come to Baku to report on 
&VSPWJTJPO������4POH�$POUFTU��

7BGB�/BHJ�	/BHJZFWB
�*3'4�BOE�0CKFDUJWF�57�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�XBT�TVCKFDUFE�UP�
JOTVMU�GPMMPXFE�CZ�QIZTJDBM�BUUBDL�PO�IFS�XBZ�IPNF�	BQQSPYJNBUFMZ�BU�����
�PO�
.BZ����JO�:BTBNBM�EJTUSJDU���

"�ZPVOH�NBO�DBMMFE�4BNJS�àSTU�JOTVMUFE�/BHJZFWB��8IFO�TIF�BTLFE�IJN�XIZ�
he had insulted her, he suddenly attacked her, causing her mobile phone 
and bag to fall to the ground. Nagi says that she is at a loss to understand 
the reasons behind this assault. Running from his kicks and blows, Nagi was 
hurrying home, when she remembered that her mobile was still on the ground. 
She went back to retrieved it, and was attacked again. Yasamal District Police 
0GàDF�����JT�JOWFTUJHBUJOH�UIF�DBTF��

%VSJOH� UIF�.BZ���UI�QJDLFU�CZ�1VCMJD�$IBNCFS�QPMJDF� BOE�QMBJO�DMPUIFE�
agents prevented journalists from carrying out their professional activity. 
Public Chamber activists were forced into police cars and buses, and taken 
BXBZ�XIFO�UIFZ�USJFE�UP�BQQSPBDI�UIF�1VCMJD�57�CVJMEJOH��1PMJDF�PGàDFST�BOE�
plain-clothed agents behaved aggressively towards protesters. 

During the picket, Gundalik Telegraf newspaper reporter Bayram Isgandarli 
was detained. The police interfered with the work of Turan News Agency 
SFQPSUFS� &UJNBE� #VEBHPW� 0CKFDUJWF� 57� DPSSFTQPOEFOUT� BOE� PUIFS�NFEJB�
representatives. Representatives from various international organizations were 
QSFTFOU�BT�PCTFSWFST�� � *OUFSOBUJPOBM� KPVSOBMJTUT�XFSF�BMTP� UIFSF�àMNJOH� UIF�
FWFOUT��1VCMJD�57�FNQMPZFFT�àMNFE�GSPN�JOTJEF�UIF�CVJMEJOH�

The picket was planned in protest against Public TV’s violation of the principles 
of political pluralism and freedom of expression. 

On May 25th gunxeber.com website correspondent Anar Garayli was 
TFOUFODFE�UP����EBZT�JO�KBJM��)F�XBT�EFUBJOFE�CZ�PGàDFST�GSPN�/BTJNJ�%JTUSJDU�
1PMJDF�0GàDF�PO�.BZ���OE��(BSBZMJ�XBT�UBLFO�UP�/BTJNJ�%JTUSJDU�$PVSU�XIFSF�
IF�XBT�TFOUFODFE�UP����EBZT�JO�KBJM�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�����PG�UIF�DSJNJOBM�DPEF�
	WJPMBUJPO�PG�UIF�TPDJBM�PSEFS�BOE�SFTJTUBODF�UP�UIF�QPMJDF
��5XP�EBZT�MBUFS�IF�
was released following the ruling of the Court of Appeals. The journalist was 
arrested simply for wearing a “Sing for Democracy” campaign t-shirt.  
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$)"15&3�580��10-*5*$"-�64&�
Of ThE law TO SIlENCE 
CrITICal vOICES
The Azerbaijani government has developed sophisticated judicial machinery 
UIBU�TUJáFT�DSJUJDBM�BOE�JOEFQFOEFOU�SFQPSUJOH��

During the reporting period amendments were made to the legislation to 
restrict the freedom of information and expression.

Do not stay silent,  say young 
protesters during opposition 
rally on April 8, 2012.
Photo: IRFS
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On July 6, Azerbaijan President Ilham Aliyev signed into amendments to 
the law limiting disclosures by corporate entities,  adopted by Parliament 
PO� +VOF�����4USPOHMZ�DSJUJDJ[FE�CZ�QSP�USBOTQBSFODZ�BDUJWJTUT� UIF�DIBOHFT�
will curtail public access to information about the ownership of commercial 
entities, the amount of their charter capital, ownership structure, and other 
similar data.

The amendments to a 2005 law on commercial information that will bar 
HPWFSONFOU�PGàDJBMT�GSPN�EJTUSJCVUJOH�JOGPSNBUJPO�BCPVU�DPNQBOJFT�JG�EPJOH�
so “contradicts the national interests of Azerbaijan in political, economic, and 
monetary policy, the defense of public order, the health and moral values of 
the people, or harms the commercial or other interests of individuals.” The 
reforms also would make release contingent on permission of all individuals 
named in the records.

a ThrOwBaCk TO SOvIET pErIOd
0O� +VOF� �� .JMMJ� .BKMJT� 	1BSMJBNFOU
� SFWFBMFE� OFX� ESBGU� BNFOENFOUT�
entailing restrictive provisions to the law “on access to information”, which 
came at the President’s initiative. The amendments were sent to Parliament 
without public disclosure, and the full texts remain unavailable. On June 
��UI������UIF�"[FSCBJKBOJ�1BSMJBNFOU�	.JMMJ�.FKMJT
�BEPQUFE�BNFOENFOUT�UP�
the laws “On the right to obtain information”, “On the state registration and 
state registry of legal entities” and “On the commercial secrets”. 

The amendments extend the scope of the “legitimate public interests” 
QSPUFDUFE� JO� UIF� JO�"SUJDMF���PG� UIF�$POTUJUVUJPOBM�-BX�PG� UIF�3FQVCMJD�PG�
"[FSCBJKBO�PO�3FHVMBUJPO�PG�UIF�&YFSDJTF�PG�)VNBO�3JHIUT�BOE�'SFFEPNT�
and use language that avoids precision and clarity. The amendments to the law 
“On state registration and state registry of legal entities” will make secret the 
SFHJTUSBUJPO�JOGPSNBUJPO�PG�DPNNFSDJBM�MFHBM�FOUJUJFT�	J�F��JOGPSNBUJPO�BCPVU�UIF�
GPVOEFST�PG�DPNNFSDJBM�MFHBM�FOUJUJFT�BOE�UIFJS�TIBSFT�JO�UIF�DIBSUFS�DBQJUBM
��
This information shall only be disclosed based on an inquiry to the courts 
and investigative bodies, to the subjects of operational-search activities in cases 
TQFDJàFE�CZ�MBX�BOE�UP�àOBODJBM�NPOJUPSJOH�CPEJFT�JO�UIF�DBTFT�BOE�NBOOFS�
TQFDJàFE�CZ�UIF�-BX�PG�UIF�3FQVCMJD�PG�"[FSCBJKBO�i0O�UIF�TUSVHHMF�BHBJOTU�
legalization of funds or other property obtained through criminal means and 
UIF�àOBODJOH�PG�UFSSPSJTNu���"DDPSEJOH�UP�UIF�CJMM�UIJT�JOGPSNBUJPO�DBO�POMZ�CF�
disclosed to relevant bodies, lawyers, and third parties following the consent of 
the information owner. Amendments will be made to the law “On commercial 
secrets”, which will deem such information secret.

On July 6, the president signed the decree to implement the amendments in 
three months.

These amendments can be viewed as an action by the Azerbaijani government 
to reject the obligations it has previously undertaken before the Azerbaijani 
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QFPQMF�BOE�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�DPNNVOJUZ�UP�àHIU�DPSSVQUJPO�

The above-mentioned restrictive amendments are contrary to the Article 
�����PG�UIF�&VSPQFBO�$POWFOUJPO�GPS�UIF�1SPUFDUJPO�PG�)VNBO�3JHIUT�BOE�
'VOEBNFOUBM�'SFFEPNT�	5IF�FYFSDJTF�PG�UIFTF�GSFFEPNT�TJODF�JU�DBSSJFT�XJUI�
it duties and responsibilities, may be subject to such formalities, conditions, 
restrictions or penalties as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a 
democratic society, in the interests of national security, territorial integrity 
or public safety, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the protection 
of health or morals, for the protection of the reputation or rights of others, 
GPS� QSFWFOUJOH� UIF� EJTDMPTVSF� PG� JOGPSNBUJPO� SFDFJWFE� JO� DPOàEFODF� PS�
GPS�NBJOUBJOJOH� UIF� BVUIPSJUZ� BOE� JNQBSUJBMJUZ� PG� UIF� KVEJDJBSZ
��5IF�OFX�
amendments to Azerbaijani legislation have provisions different from those 
TUBUFE�JO�UIJT�BSUJDMF�PG�UIF�DPOWFOUJPO��UIJT�JT�XIZ�JU�DBO�CF�EFFNFE�BO�BDU�PG�
restricting the freedom of information. 

8IFO�UIF�BNFOENFOU�UP�MBX�i0O�DPNNFSDJBM�TFDSFUTu�PGàDJBMMZ�UBLFT�FGGFDU�
the information about the founders of commercial legal entities and their 
TIBSFT�JO�UIF�DIBSUFS�DBQJUBM�XJMM�CF�DPOTJEFSFE�DPOàEFOUJBM��4VDI�JOGPSNBUJPO�
shall only be disclosed based on an inquiry to courts and investigative bodies. 
5IJT�BNFOENFOU�DPOUSBEJDUT�UIF�QSPWJTJPOT�PG�UIF�6/�$POWFOUJPO�BHBJOTU�
$PSSVQUJPO�BOE�UIF�6/�T�(MPCBM�$PVOUFS�5FSSPSJTN�4USBUFHZ��

These amendments increase restrictions on the freedom of information and 
breach the principles transparency and public control over the activity of legal 
FOUJUJFT��'SPN�UIJT�QPJOU�PO�JU�XJMM�CF�EJGàDVMU�GPS�KPVSOBMJTUT�UP�JOWFTUJHBUF�
instances of corruption, as any of such journalists may face punishment 
under new amendments to the legislation.   

lEgal prESSurE ON CrITICal vOICES
Journalists, bloggers, activists and ordinary citizens in Azerbaijan continue to 
face imprisonment for voicing opinions critical of the authorities. The judicial 
TZTUFN�JT�VTFE�UP�TJMFODF�DSJUJDBM�WPJDFT��5IF�*3'4�IBT�NPOJUPSFE����KVEJDJBM�
QSPDFFEJOHT��JO�UXP�DBTFT�KPVSOBMJTUT�XFSF�EFQSJWFE�PG�GSFFEPN�JO�UISFF�DBTFT�
OFXTQBQFST�BOE�JO�POF�DBTF�B�KPVSOBMJTU�XBT�TFOUFODFE�UP�IVHF�àOFT���*O�OJOF�
cases none of journalists’ appeals were granted.  

0O� +BOVBSZ� ��SE�:BTBNBM�%JTUSJDU�$PVSU� KVEHF�&MDIJO�(VSCBOPW� QBSUJBMMZ�
granted the lawsuit brought by businessman Anar Mammadov, the son of 
5SBOTQPSU�.JOJTUFS�;JZB�.BNNBEPW�BHBJOTU�UIF�:FOJ�.VTBWBU�BOE�"[BEMJR�
OFXTQBQFST��"DDPSEJOH�UP�UIF�EFDJTJPO�UIF�OFXTQBQFST�XFSF�FBDI�àOFE������
NBOBUT�	��NBOBU�FRVBMT�UP�BQQSPYJNBUFMZ���&VSP
�BOE�XFSF�EFNBOEFE�UP�HJWF�
a retraction. Mammadov appealed to the court citing humiliation of his honor 
and damage to his business image in the article titled “Kamaladdin Heydarov’s 
CFBS�FBUFOu�	QVCMJTIFE�JO�"[BEMJH�PO���+VMZ������BOE�JO�:FOJ�.VTBWBU�PO���+VMZ�
����
�BOE�JO�UIF�BSUJDMF�UJUMFE�i4IFJLI�ESJWFT�"OBS�.BNNBEPW�PVU�PG�%VCBJu�
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	QVCMJTIFE�JO�:FOJ�.VTBWBU�PO����4FQUFNCFS�����
��)F�EFNBOEFE��������
";/�GSPN�FBDI�OFXTQBQFS�JO�DPNQFOTBUJPO�

0O� +BOVBSZ� ��SE� /BSJNBOPW� %JTUSJDU� $PVSU� VOEFS� KVEHF� 4FWJOK� (VMJZFWB�
partially granted the lawsuit brought by Baltika-Baku LLC director Adam 
5MFLIVSBZ�BHBJOTU�,IVSBM�OFXTQBQFS�FEJUPS�JO�DIJFG�"WB[�;FZOBMMJ��"DDPSEJOH�
UP� UIF� EFDJTJPO� "WB[� ;FZOBMMJ� BOE� ,IVSBM� OFXTQBQFS� XFSF� EFNBOEFE� UP�
BQPMPHJ[F�UP�QVCMJTI�B�SFUSBDUJPO�BOE�UPHFUIFS�QBZ�B�UPUBM�PG�������";/�JO�
compensation.   

0O� +BOVBSZ� ��UI� /BTJNJ� %JTUSJDU� $PVSU� VOEFS� QSFTJEJOH� KVEHF� &MNBO�
Ahmadov denied the appeal by Democrat newspaper editor-in-chief Mustafa 
)BKJCFZMJ�XIJDI�XBT�UBSHFUFE�BHBJOTU�UIF�/BTJNJ�%JTUSJDU�1SPTFDVUPS�T�PGàDF�
for its refusal to launch a criminal case against the deputy chief of Nasimi 
%JTUSJDU�1PMJDF�0GàDF�4VMFZNBO�/FNBUPW��%FNPDSBU�OFXTQBQFS�FEJUPS�JO�
DIJFG�.VTUBGB�)BKJCFZMJ�XBT�EFUBJOFE�BU�UIF�1VCMJD�$IBNCFS�T�"QSJM��OE������
protest, taken to Nasimi district police department, and physically assaulted by 
deputy chief Suleyman Nematov. 

0O�+BOVBSZ���UI�UXP�IFBSJOHT�XFSF�IFME�PO�UIF�DBTF�PG�,IVSBM�OFXTQBQFS�
FEJUPS�JO�DIJFG�"WB[�;FZOBMMJ� JO�#BLV�"QQFBMT�$PVSU��5IF�àSTU�IFBSJOH�XBT�
QSFTJEFE�PWFS�KVEHF�"CEJO�"CEJOCFZPW�XIP�EFOJFE�;FZOBMMJ�T�BQQFBM�BHBJOTU�
the extension of his prison term.  In the second hearing judge Mirpasha 
)VTFZOPW�EFOJFE�;FZOBMMJ�T�BQQFBM�BTLJOH�UP�SFQMBDF�IJT�QSF�USJBM�EFUFOUJPO�
with house arrest.  

On February 22nd the Supreme Court of Azerbaijan, under judge Ilham 
+BGBSPW�IFME�B�DPVSU�QSPDFFEJOH�PO�UIF�BQQFBM�àMFE�CZ�*3'4�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�
to Nakhchivan, Hekimeldostu Mehdiyev, against the Nakhchivan Supreme 
$PVSU�T�/PWFNCFS� ��UI� ����� EFDJTJPO�� 5IF� BQQFBM�XBT� EFOJFE��"DDPSEJOH�
to the criminal case launched against IRFS correspondent to Nakhchivan 
)BLJNFMEPTUV�.FIEJZFW�VOEFS�"SUJDMF���������PG�UIF�$SJNJOBM�$PEF�	EJWFSUJOH�
FMFDUSJDJUZ� TVQQMJFT
� 4IBSVS�%JTUSJDU�$PVSU� EFNBOEFE� UIBU� IF� QBZT� B� �����
";/�àOF�PO�4FQUFNCFS���UI�������/BLIDIJWBO�4VQSFNF�$PVSU�VQIFME�UIJT�
decision.

"�DSJNJOBM�DBTF�XBT�PQFOFE�BHBJOTU�#BLIUJZBS�)BKJZFW�JO�UIF�+BOVBSZ�PG�������
At that time, he signed a statement of commitment not to leave Ganja city. 
"U�UIF�CFHJOOJOH�PG�'FCSVBSZ������IJT�QSF�USJBM�EFUFOUJPO�XBT�SFQMBDFE�XJUI�
SFMFBTF�VOEFS�QPMJDF�CBJM��0O�.BSDI��UI������)BKJZFW�XBT�TFOUFODFE�UP�POF�
NPOUI�T� QSF�USJBM� EFUFOUJPO�� 0O�.BZ� ��UI� ����� /J[BNJ�%JTUSJDU� $PVSU� PG�
(BOKB�DJUZ�TFOUFODFE�#BLIUJZBS�UP���ZFBST�JO�KBJM�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�������PG�UIF�
$SJNJOBM�$PEF�	NJMJUBSZ�TFSWJDF�FWBTJPO
���)VNBO�SJHIUT�PSHBOJ[BUJPOT�CFMJFWF�
UIBU�)BKJZFW�XIP�SBO�GPS�UIF�1BSMJBNFOU�JO������FMFDUJPOT�XBT�BSSFTUFE�GPS�
IJT�BDUJWJUZ�PO�TPDJBM�OFUXPSLJOH�TJUFT�BOE�IJT�TVQQPSU�PG�UIF�.BSDI����(SFBU�
1FPQMF�T�%BZ�DBNQBJHO��)BKJZFW�T�+VMZ��UI������BQQFBM�BHBJOTU�UIJT�EFDJTJPO�
XBT�EFOJFE��0O�%FDFNCFS��UI������UIF�4VQSFNF�$PVSU�VQIFME�UIJT�EFDJTJPO��
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During his detention, Hajiyev made several attempts to appeal his sentence 
BOE�CF�SFMFBTFE�PO�QBSPMF��0O�+VMZ��������)BKJZFW�MPTU�IJT�BQQFBM�CFGPSF�UIF�
(BOKB�$JUZ�"QQFBMT�$PVSU��0O�%FDFNCFS��������UIF�4VQSFNF�$PVSU�BMTP�
rejected his appeal. Hajiyev did not appear at the proceeding. The presiding 
KVEHF�TBJE� UIBU�#BLIUJZBS�EJE�OPU�XBOU� UP�QBSUJDJQBUF� JO� UIF� USJBM��IPXFWFS�
Hajiyev’s lawyer indicated that his client wished to participate in the trial and 
had sent a telegram to the court the day before with his request. Bakhtiyar 
)BKJZFW�XBT�EFOJFE�QBSPMF�PO�UISFF�PDDBTJPOT��%FDFNCFS����������'FCSVBSZ�
���������BOE�.BSDI���������

0O�+VOF��������UIF�4VQSFNF�$PVSU�PG�"[FSCBJKBO�PSEFSFE�#BLIUJZBS�)BKJZFW�
to be released nine months before the completion of his sentence. The court 
SFMFBTFE�)BKJZFW�FBSMZ�GPS�HPPE�CFIBWJPS��IPXFWFS�UIF�SFMFBTF�JT�DPOEJUJPOBM�
and he may not leave the country for nine months. His release comes two 
EBZT�CFGPSF�6�4��4FDSFUBSZ�PG�4UBUF�)JMMBSZ�$MJOUPO�JT�TDIFEVMFE�UP�NFFU�XJUI�
Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliyev in Baku and three weeks after a bi-partisan 
HSPVQ�PG�àWF�6�4��4FOBUPST�VSHFE�1SFTJEFOU�"MJZFW�UP�GBDJMJUBUF�.S��)BKJZFW�T�
release.

In a statement following his release, Mr. Hajiyev pledged to continue his work 
advocating for democratic reform in Azerbaijan.

*O�.BSDI������UIF�,IJSEBMBO�DJUZ�DPVSU�TFOUFODFE�POMJOF�KPVSOBMJTU�3BNJO�
#BZSBNPW�UIF�FEJUPS�PG�UIF�*TMBNB[FSJ�B[�XFCTJUF�UP����NPOUIT�JO�QSJTPO�PO�
DIBSHFT�PG�JMMFHBM�QPTTFTTJPO�PG�ESVHT�BOE�àSFBSNT��/BNFMZ�UIF�QSPTFDVUPS�T�
PGàDF�DIBSHFE�#BZSBNPW��VOEFS�DSJNJOBM�DPEF�BSUJDMFT�������	*MMFHBM�QVSDIBTF�
USBOTGFS�TFMMJOH�TUPSBHF�USBOTQPSUBUJPO�PS�DBSSZJOH�PG�àSF�BSNT�JUT�BDDFTTPSJFT�
FYQMPTJWFT�BOE�TVQQMJFT�	FYDFQU�GPS�UIF�TNPPUI�CPSF�IVOUJOH�XFBQPOT�BOE�JUT�
BNNVOJUJPO
�BOE�������	JMMFHBM�QVSDIBTF�PS�TUPSBHF�PG�OBSDPUJDT�PS�QTZDIPUSPQJD�
substances in a quantity exceeding necessary for personal consumption, with 
OP�JOUFOU�UP�TFMM
���1SJPS�UP�IJT�DPOWJDUJPO�#BZSBNPW�IBE�CFFO�EFUBJOFE�TJODF�
���+VMZ������

0O�"QSJM� ��UI�#BLV�"QQFBMT�$PVSU�VOEFS�QSFTJEJOH� KVEHF�5PàH�4BNBEPW�
IFBSE�:FOJ�.VTBWBU�OFXTQBQFS�T�BQQFBM�BHBJOTU�UIF����/PWFNCFS������EFDJTJPO�
by Sabail District Court on the newspaper’s lawsuit against the Ministry of 
Defense. The appeal was not granted. 

0O�"QSJM���UI�UIF�4VQSFNF�$PVSU�PG�"[FSCBJKBO�IFBSE�UIF�BQQFBM�àMFE�CZ�
Khural newspaper reporter Aydin Janiyev against Shirvan City Appeals Court, 
which had denied his motion to launch a court investigation into his case. The 
appeal was denied. 

0O�"QSJM���UI�#BLV�"QQFBMT�$PVSU�IFBSE�:FOJ�.VTBWBU�OFXTQBQFS�T�BQQFBM�
BHBJOTU� UIF� ��� /PWFNCFS� ����� EFDJTJPO� CZ� 4BCBJM� %JTUSJDU� $PVSU� PO� UIF�
newspaper’s lawsuit against the Ministry of Defense, the newspaper’s lawyer 
Vagif Huseyn reported to IRFS. The appeal was not granted.
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The lawsuit was brought following a statement last September by the Ministry 
of Defense Ministry regarding an article titled “Turkish students are hurt at 
military school.” The Ministry claimed that the article had been published 
CZ�:FOJ�.VTBWBU�OFXTQBQFS�PO�CFIBMG�PG�UIF�5VSLJTI�&NCBTTZ�BOE�"OBEPMV�
Agency.  The newspaper denied ever publishing the article, and case materials 
suggest that neither the Turkish embassy nor Anadolu Agency ever issued 
such a statement. The newspaper claims that the Defense Ministry is trying to 
discredit the newspaper, and appealed to Sabail District Court, demanding 50 
����";/�JO�EBNBHFT�

0O� "QSJM� ��UI� /BTJNJ� %JTUSJDU� $PVSU� VOEFS� KVEHF� &NJO� .FIEJZFW� IFME�
B� IFBSJOH� PO� UIF� NPUJPO� àMFE� CZ� UIF� "OUJ�$PSSVQUJPO� 0GàDF� TFFLJOH� UP�
FYUFOE�UIF�QSJTPO�UFSN�PG�"WB[�;FZOBMJJ�FEJUPS�JO�DIJFG�PG�,IVSBM�OFXTQBQFS��
;FZOBMMJ�T�QSJTPO�UFSN�XBT�FYUFOEFE�GPS�BOPUIFS�NPOUI�CZ�UIF�EFDJTJPO��

0O�.BZ��TU�:BTBNBM�%JTUSJDU�$PVSU�VOEFS�KVEHF�"OBS��3[BZFW�IFME�B�IFBSJOH�
on the lawsuit by Azadlig newspaper correspondent Natig Gulahmadoglu 
	"EJMPW
�BHBJOTU�-JEFS�57�BOE�"GSB�)PUFM��5IF�KVEHF�SFKFDUFE�"EJMPW�T�MBXTVJU�
BOE� SFRVJSFE� IJN� UP� QBZ� ����";/� GPS� GPSFOTJD� DPTUT�� "� TFDSFUMZ� SFDPSEFE�
videotape of Gan Turali and Natig Adilov taken in a hotel room during a 
USBJOJOH�DPVSTF�JO�0HV[�XBT�CSPBEDBTUFE�PO�-JEFS�57�PO�"QSJM�������/BUJH�
Adilov appealed to Yasamal District Court with a lawsuit against Lider TV and 
"GSB�)PUFM�SFRVFTUJOH�àOBODJBM�DPNQFOTBUJPO�PG��������";/�GSPN�FBDI�PG�
them, for the humiliation of his personal dignity, and interference in his private 
life and freedom of expression.

0O�.BZ���UI�-BOLBSBO�$JUZ�$PVSU�IBT�àOFE�"[BEMJH�OFXTQBQFS�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�
3BNJO�%FLP�	+BCSBZJMPW
� UP�����";/�GPMMPXJOH�B�EFGBNBUJPO� MBXTVJU��5IF�
EFGFOEBOU�IJNTFMG�XBT�JOGPSNFE�BCPVU�UIF�EFDJTJPO�PO�.BZ���UI��5IF�DPVSU�
decision stated that Ramin Deko must apologize to MP Novruzali Aslanov 
BOE�QSPWJEF�B�SFUSBDUJPO�PG�IJT�BSUJDMF��*U�GPMMPXFE��i3BNJO�%FLP�TIBMM�CF�àOFE�
�����NBOBUT�XIJDI�BNPVOU�TIBMM�CF�HJWFO�UP�6NJE�DIBSJUZ�TPDJFUZ�CBTFE�JO�
Bina settlement of Khatai district. In addition, Novruzali Aslanov will give 
����NBOBUT�JO�DPNQFOTBUJPO�BOE�3BNJO�+BCSBZJM[BEF�XJMM�QBZ����NBOBUT�JO�
compensation for the expert examination charges.” MP Novruzali Aslanov 
appealed to Lankaran City Court, accusing Azadlig newspaper correspondent 
3BNJO�%FLP� 	+BCSBZJMPW
� PG� EFGBNJOH� IJT� QFSTPOBM� EJHOJUZ� BOE� SFQVUBUJPO�
claiming that his business and political reputation was damaged in the article 
UJUMFE�'J[VMJ�"MBLCBSPW�CVZT�*WBOPWLB�IPVTFT�GPS��������NBOBUT�QSJOUFE�JO�UIF�
0DUPCFS���UI������JTTVF�PG�"[BEMJH�OFXTQBQFS�����	����
��)F�EFNBOEFE�UIF�
KPVSOBMJTU�UP�NBLF�BO�PGàDJBM�BQPMPHZ��)F�BMTP�BTLFE�UIF�DPVSU�UP�DIBSHF�UIF�
KPVSOBMJTU�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�����	MJCFM
�UP�àOF�IJN��������NBOBUT�BT�DPNQFOTBUJPO�
for psychological damage, and to give that amount to an orphanage in Baku. 

0O� +VOF� ��UI� #JOBHBEZ� %JTUSJDU� $PVSU� TFOUFODFE� UIF� *SBOJBO� 4BIBS� 57�
correspondent in Azerbaijan, Anar Bayramli, to 2 years in jail. Bayramli was 
EFUBJOFE�PO�'FCSVBSZ���UI�CZ�PGàDFST�GSPN�#JOBHBEJ�%JTUSJDU�1PMJDF�0GàDF����
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XIP�SFQPSUFEMZ�GPVOE��������HSBNT�PG�IFSPJO�JO�IJT�QPDLFUT��)F�XBT�DIBSHFE�
VOEFS�BSUJDMF�������PG�UIF�$SJNJOBM�$PEF�	JMMFHBM�NBOVGBDUVSJOH�QVSDIBTF�
possession, transportation, transfer or selling of narcotics, and psychotropic 
TVCTUBODFT
�

0O�+VOF���UI�4BCJSBCBE�3FHJPOBM�$PVSU�VOEFS�KVEHF�'JSEPWTJ�"MJZFW�SVMFE�GPS�
the release of Kur Civil Society Staff coordinator Ogtay Gulaliyev, Gulaliyev 
IJNTFMG�SFQPSUFE�UP�UIF�*OTUJUVUF�GPS�3FQPSUFST��'SFFEPN�BOE�4BGFUZ�	*3'4
��
Kur Civil Society coordinator and Transparency magazine editor-in-chief Ogtay 
(VMBMJZFW�XBT�EFUBJOFE�PO�"QSJM��UI�JO�UIF�WJMMBHF�.JOCBTIJ�PG�4BCJSBCBE�XIJMF�
IF�XBT�DBSSZJOH�PVU�B�NPOJUPSJOH�BOE�TFOUFODFE�UP����EBZT�PG�BENJOJTUSBUJWF�
BSSFTU���0O�"QSJM���UI�B�DSJNJOBM�DBTF�XBT�PQFOFE�BHBJOTU�IJN�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�
������	JODJUJOH�SJPUT
�BOE�4BCJSBCBE�3FHJPOBM�$PVSU�TFOUFODFE�IJN�UP���NPOUIT�
of pre-trial detention.  

0O� +VOF� ��UI� :BTBNBM�%JTUSJDU�$PVSU� VOEFS� KVEHF�&MDIJO�(VSCBOPW� IFME�
UIF�àOBM�IFBSJOH�PO�UIF�MBXTVJU�CSPVHIU�CZ�#BLV�.FUSP�IFBE�5BHJ�"INBEPW�
against Azadlig newspaper. In his lawsuit Ahmadov claimed that his honor and 
dignity had been insulted by the newspaper, and demanded compensation for 
psychological damage. Yasamal District Court ruled that the newspaper must 
QVCMJTI�B�SFUSBDUJPO�BOE�QBZ��������NBOBUT�UP�5BHJ�"INBEPW�JO�DPNQFOTBUJPO��
Baku Metro head Tagi Ahmadov had appealed to Yasamal District Court 
against Azadlig newspaper, claiming that his dignity, honor, and business 
reputation were insulted in an article titled “Tagi Ahmadov appropriated 
5 kopecks”, which noted that after the metro fares had been raised to 20 
kopecks, it became impossible to use 5 kopecks previously loaded into metro 
cards. Ahmadov asked the court to require the newspaper to issue a retraction 
BOE�UP�QBZ���������";/�JO�DPNQFOTBUJPO�

0O�+VOF���UI�4IJSWBO�"QQFBMT�$PVSU�VOEFS�KVEHF�*TNBZJM�"INBEPW�IFME�B�
IFBSJOH�PO�UIF�BQQFBM�àMFE�CZ�,IVSBM�OFXTQBQFS�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�"ZEJO�+BOJZFW�
against the ruling by the Lankaran City Court. His appeal was denied. Janiyev 
XBT�BSSFTUFE�PO�4FQUFNCFS��UI������GPMMPXJOH�B�MBXTVJU�CZ�SFMJHJPVT�GPMMPXFST�
of Sarpakaran village in Lankaran region.  He was charged with breaking 
the windows of the village mosque and insulting the religious followers, and 
TFOUFODFE� UP����EBZT�PG� BENJOJTUSBUJWF�BSSFTU��-BUFS� B� DSJNJOBM� DBTF�VOEFS�
"SUJDMF� �������� 	IPPMJHBOJTN� DPNNJUUFE� XJUI� SFTJTUBODF� UP� UIF� BVUIPSJUJFT�
acting to protect social order or to prevent the infringement of a social order, 
PS�XJUI�SFTJTUBODF�UP�BOPUIFS�QFSTPO
�XBT� MBVODIFE�BHBJOTU�+BOJZFW�BOE�PO�
September 20th Lankaran City court sentenced him to 2 months of pre-trial 

EFUFOUJPO��0O�/PWFNCFS���TU�IF�XBT�TFOUFODFE�UP���ZFBST�JO�KBJM��
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$)"15&3�5)3&&��%&5&/5*0/�
aNd pErSECuTION Of huMaN 
rIghTS dEfENdErS aNd MEdIa 
wOrkErS
In Azerbaijan, journalists have been imprisoned on fabricated, politicized 
charges--ranging from hooliganism and drug possession to incitement to 
mass disorder--that stemmed from their work. 

Right now, there are eight journalists in prison under various charges 
XJEFMZ�BHSFFE�CZ�CPUI�MPDBM�BOE�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�CPEJFT�UP�CF�USVNQFE�VQ�

���"WB[�;FZOBMMJ�FEJUPS�JO�DIJFG�,IVSBM�OFXTQBQFS
2. Aydin Janiyev, correspondent, Khural newspaper
���;BVS�(VMJZFW�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�,IBZBM�57
���7VHBS�(POBHPW�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�,IBZBM�57
5. Ramin Bayramov, editor-in-chief, “islamazeri.az” 
6. Hilal Mammadov, editor-in-chief “Tolishi Sado”
���"OBS�#BZSBNMJ�DPSSFTQPOEFOU�*SBOJBO�4BIBS�57
���/*KBU�"MJZFW�FEJUPS�JO�DIJFG�B[BEYFCFS�B[�

*O� .BSDI� ����� UIF� ,IJSEBMBO� DJUZ� DPVSU� TFOUFODFE� POMJOF� KPVSOBMJTU�
3BNJO�#BZSBNPW�UIF�FEJUPS�PG�UIF�*TMBNB[FSJ�B[�XFCTJUF�UP����NPOUIT�JO�
QSJTPO�PO�DIBSHFT�PG�JMMFHBM�QPTTFTTJPO�PG�ESVHT�BOE�àSFBSNT��/BNFMZ�UIF�
QSPTFDVUPS�T�PGàDF�DIBSHFE�#BZSBNPW��VOEFS�DSJNJOBM�DPEF�BSUJDMFT�������
	*MMFHBM�QVSDIBTF� USBOTGFS� TFMMJOH� TUPSBHF� USBOTQPSUBUJPO�PS� DBSSZJOH�PG�
àSF�BSNT�JUT�BDDFTTPSJFT�FYQMPTJWFT�BOE�TVQQMJFT�	FYDFQU�GPS�UIF�TNPPUI�
CPSF�IVOUJOH�XFBQPOT�BOE�JUT�BNNVOJUJPO
�BOE�������	JMMFHBM�QVSDIBTF�PS�
storage of narcotics or psychotropic substances in a quantity exceeding 
OFDFTTBSZ�GPS�QFSTPOBM�DPOTVNQUJPO�XJUI�OP�JOUFOU�UP�TFMM
�

1SJPS�UP�IJT�DPOWJDUJPO�#BZSBNPW�IBE�CFFO�EFUBJOFE�TJODF����+VMZ������

Khural newspaper correspondent Aydin Janiyev was arrested on September 
�����BOE�PO�/PWFNCFS������-BOLBSBO�$JUZ�$PVSU�TFOUFODFE�IJN�UP���ZFBST�
JO�KBJM�VOEFS�"SUJDMF���������	IPPMJHBOJTN�DPNNJUUFE�XJUI�SFTJTUBODF�UP�UIF�
authorities acting to protect social order or to prevent the infringement of 
B�TPDJBM�PSEFS�PS�XJUI�SFTJTUBODF�UP�BOPUIFS�QFSTPO
��0O�+VOF���UI������
Shirvan Appeals Court upheld this decision. 

,IVSBM�OFXTQBQFS�FEJUPS�JO�DIJFG�"WB[�;FZOBMMJ�XBT�BSSFTUFE�PO�0DUPCFS�
������)F�JT�DIBSHFE�VOEFS�"SUJDMF���������	UBLJOH�B�MBSHF�CSJCF
�BOE�"SUJDMF�
��������	FYUPSUJPO
��*O�BEEJUJPO�UP�UIFTF�DIBSHFT�IF�IBT�MBUFS�CFFO�DIBSHFE�
for tax evasion. His case is still under consideration. 

Tensions between Iran and 
Azerbaijan have risen this year, 
with each side accusing the 
other of meddling in its affairs. 
A journalist Anar Bayramli is 
one of those journalists who 
felt victim to deteriorated  
relationship between two 
countries. 
Photo: IRFS
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Iranian Sahar TV correspondent in Azerbaijan 
"OBS�#BZSBNMJ�XBT�BSSFTUFE�PO�'FCSVBSZ������BOE�
PO�+VOF������#JOBHBEZ�%JTUSJDU�$PVSU�TFOUFODFE�
IJN�UP���ZFBST�JO�KBJM�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�������	JMMFHBM�
purchase or storage of narcotics or psychotropic 
substances in a quantity exceeding necessary for 
QFSTPOBM�DPOTVNQUJPO�XJUI�OP�JOUFOU�UP�TFMM
��

7VHBS� (POBHPW� BOE� ;BVS� (VMJZFW� FYFDVUJWF�
director and editor-in-chief of Khayal TV based 
JO�(VCB�XFSF�BSSFTUFE�PO�.BSDI����������5IFZ�
were accused of provoking the mass riots that 
CSPLF� PVU� UXP�XFFLT� FBSMJFS� PO�.BSDI� �� BGUFS�
the posted online a video of regional governor 

Rauf Habibov making derogatory remarks about local citizens. Thousands 
of protesters, including opposition and youth activists, demonstrated in Guba 
PO�.BSDI��������EFNBOEJOH�UIF�,IBCJCPW�T�SFTJHOBUJPO�BT�B�SFTVMU�PG�IJT�
DPNNFOUT��$SJNJOBM�QSPDFFEJOHT�IBWF�CFFO�àMFE�BHBJOTU�UIFN�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�
����	0SHBOJ[BUJPO�PG�BDUJPOT�QSPNPUJOH�JOGSJOHFNFOU�PG�B�TPDJBM�PSEFS�PS�BDUJWF�
QBSUJDJQBUJPO�JO�TVDI�BDUJPOT
�BOE�"SUJDMF�����	FYDFTT�PG�PGàDJBM�QPXFST
��5IF�
investigation is ongoing. 

Azadxeber.az website editor-in-chief Nijat Aliyev was detained on May 20th 
�����BOE�PO�UIF�OFYU�EBZ�IF�XBT�TFOUFODFE�UP���NPOUIT�PG�QSF�USJBM�EFUFOUJPO��
)F�JT�DIBSHFE�VOEFS�"SUJDMF�������PG�UIF�$SJNJOBM�$PEF�	JMMFHBM�NBOVGBDUVSF�
purchase, possession, transportation, transfer or sale of drugs, and psychotropic 
TVCTUBODFT
�� 5IF� JOWFTUJHBUJPO� JT� POHPJOH��(POBHPW� BOE�(VMJZFW� SFNBJO� JO�
custody awaiting trial – no date has yet been set by the authorities.

0O�+VOF���TU������5PMJTIJ�4BEP�OFXTQBQFS�FEJUPS�JO�DIJFG�)JMBM�.BNNBEPW�
XBT�EFUBJOFE��0O�+VOF���OE�/J[BNJ�%JTUSJDU�$PVSU�TFOUFODFE�IJN�UP���NPOUIT�
PG�QSF�USJBM�EFUFOUJPO��)F�JT�DIBSHFE�VOEFS�"SUJDMF���������PG�UIF�$SJNJOBM�$PEF�
	JMMFHBM�NBOVGBDUVSF�QVSDIBTF�TUPSBHF�USBOTGFS�USBOTQPSU�PS�TBMF�PG�ESVHT�BOE�
QTZDIPUSPQJD�TVCTUBODFT�JO�B�MBSHF�RVBOUJUZ
��5IF�JOWFTUJHBUJPO�JT�POHPJOH�

0O� +VOF���UI� *3'4�QIPUP�WJEFP� KPVSOBMJTU� BOE�"[FSCBJKBO�:PVUI�.FEJB�
$FOUFS�NFNCFS�.FINBO�)VTFZOPW����ZFBST�PME�XBT�TVNNPOFE�UP� UIF�
4BCBZJM�%JTUSJDU�1PMJDF� TUBUJPO�BOE� UBLFO� JOUP�QPMJDF�DVTUPEZ� GPS����IPVST�
BGUFS� UISFF�IPVST� PG� RVFTUJPOJOH��)F�XBT� BDDVTFE�VOEFS�"SUJDMF� ������ PG�
Azerbaijan’s Criminal Code – Hooliganism. The charges against Mehman 
stem from a verbal disagreement that he had with police at an unsanctioned 
QSPUFTU�JO�GSPOU�PG�UIF�#BLV�.BZPSBM�0GàDF�PO�.BZ�����.FINBO�XBT�BU�UIF�
event carrying out his professional duties when police used force against both 
protesters and journalists, including Mehman and other IRFS employees. 
Police broke the camera that Mehman was using at the event. The current 
status of the incident is that Mehman has been charged with hooliganism 
but so far spared pre-trial detention.

On 13 June 2012, multi-media 
journalist Mehman Huseynov 
was released after one-day 
detention and charged with 
“hooliganism committed with 
resistance to representative 
of the authority”, a charge 
punishable by up to 5 years 
imprisonment. 
Photo: IRFS
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$)"15&3�'063��'3&&%0.�0'�
ExprESSION ONlINE
$VSSFOUMZ�BQQSPYJNBUFMZ�����PG�UIF�QPQVMBUJPOđ��IBT�BDDFTT�UP�UIF�JOUFSOFU�NBLJOH�
it a key platform for information exchange. According to the OpenNet Initiative, 
Azerbaijan’s internet is “largely free from direct censorship²”. Nonetheless in the 
QBTU�ZFBS�XJUI�QSPUFTUT�JOTQJSFE�CZ�UIF�"SBC�4QSJOH�BOE�UIFO�UIF�&VSPWJTJPO�
Song Contest, the situation requires immediate attention and action. Realizing 
its potential for political mobilization, the Azerbaijani government is expanding 
methods to control, shape and monitor digital media content. While the 
government does not typically restrict internet access, it has repeatedly blocked 
some websites featuring opposition views and intimidated the online community 
through its harsh treatment of so-called “cyber dissidents”.

)BSWBSE�BMVNOJ�BOE�B�DP�GPVOEFS�PG�.BSDI���������1SPUFTU�%BZ�QBHF�PO�
Facebook, Harvard alum Bakhtiyar Hajiyev was jailed for nearly 2 years for 
evading military service before an amnesty. The authorities initiated criminal 
proceeding in absentia against another co-founder of Protest page on Facebook, 
4USBTCPVSH�CBTFE� BDUJWJTU� &MOVS�.BKJEMJ��8IFO� IF� VQMPBEFE� ��� WJEFPT� PO�
:PVUVCF�FYQPTJOH�JMMFHBM�BDUT�JO�UIF�SFHJPO�PG�6KBS�IVNBO�SJHIUT�BDUJWJTU�BOE�
CMPHHFS�5BMFI�,IBTNBNNBEPW�XBT�BSSFTUFE�BOE�OPX�GBDFT�QPTTJCMF����ZFBS�
sentence under charges widely agreed to be trumped-up.

*O�'FCSVBSZ������ UIF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�+VTUJDF� JTTVFE�B�XBSOJOH�UP�*3'4�DJUJOH�
the dissemination of “biased” information via www.nakhchivan.org.az. A 
month later, IRFS Chairman received an email from director of Network 
5FDIOPMPHJFT� 	DPNQBOZ� TFMMJOH� B[� EPNBJOT
�XIFSF� TIF�NFOUJPOFE�QSFTTVSF�
from the authorities and asked IRFS to stop using the nakhchivan.az domain. 

0O� �� .BSDI� ����� SFTJEFOUT� PG� UIF� OPSUIFSO� "[FSCBJKBOJ� UPXO� PG� (VCB�
HBUIFSFE�UP�QSPUFTU�BHBJOTU��B�MPDBM�PGàDJBM�XIP�JOTVMUFE�UIF�MPDBM�DPNNVOJUZ��
News of the alleged insult spread after a video was posted online. Following 
the protests, some of which led to attacks on properties owned by the governor, 
internet cafes were searched in an attempt to discover who posted the video. As 
B�SFTVMU�7VHBS�(POBHPW�	,IBZBM�57�FYFDVUJWF�EJSFDUPS
�;BVS�(VMJZFW�	,IBZBM�
57�FEJUPS�JO�DIJFG
�BOE�UIF�PXOFS�PG�...�JOUFSOFU�BSF�OPX�CFIJOE�CBST�

In addition to harassing and arresting youth involved with organizing the 
demonstrations, police questioned a number of online activists in connection 
with their Facebook activities. These cases signaled an alarming new strategy 
on the part of Azerbaijani authorities.

These events demonstrate the pivotal role the internet is currently playing 
in Azerbaijan’s civil society activism, primarily in the capital but also, to a 
MFTTFS�EFHSFF�JO�UPXOT�PVUTJEF�#BLV��*UT�SPMF�IBT�HSPXO�TJHOJàDBOUMZ�JO�UIF�
MBTU����NPOUIT�XJUI�UIF�BEWFOU�PG�DIFBQFS�TNBSU�QIPOFT�BOE��H�TFSWJDFT��*U�

���IUUQ���XXX�GSFFEPNIPVTF�PSH�TJUFT�EFGBVMU�mMFT�JOMJOF@JNBHFT�"[FSCBčBO@'05/�����QEG
�¤�IUUQ���PQFOOFU�OFU�SFTFBSDI�QSPmMFT�"[FSCBčBO
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is increasingly becoming an important means of communication for activists 
and a vital news source, particularly given the lack of pluralism in the 
country’s media³. In addition to government pressure, several state-controlled 
television stations also ran campaigns against social network sites, broadcasting 
interviews with psychologists and internet experts arguing that online activities 
could have a detrimental effect on Azerbaijan’s image and pose a threat to the 
country’s security. There is a restriction on the sale of “az” national domain to 
physical and legal entities. The Ministry of Communication and Information 
Technologies owns the monopoly on sale of the domain. 

Another issue is cyber terrorism. If previously hacker attacks were only against 
websites of critical and independent media, now hackers start targeting state-
controlled media. 

0O����+BOVBSZ�DPNQVUFS�IBDLFST�MBVODIFE�BO�BUUBDL�PO�àGUFFO�JOUFSOFU�TJUFT�JO�
"[FSCBJKBO�NBJOMZ�PGàDJBM�XFCTJUFT�PG�TUBUF�CPEJFT�JODMVEJOH��UIF�$POTUJUVUJPOBM�
5SJCVOBM�*OUFSJPS�.JOJTUSZ�BT�XFMM�BT�UIF�.JOJTUSZ�PG�&EVDBUJPO�$PNNVOJDBUJPOT�
and Information, State Security Service, the ruling New Azerbaijan party, and 
pro-government media outlets. After hacking into the websites, the individuals 
QPTUFE�NFTTBHFT�QSPNPUJOH�UIF�XFBSJOH�PG�IJKBCT�	IFBE�TDBSGT
�	MBTU�ZFBS�UIF�
"[FSCBJKBOJ�&EVDBUJPO�.JOJTUSZ�CBOOFE�IJKBCT�GSPN�UIF�DPVOUSZ�T�TDIPPMT
�BOE�
criticizing Baku for its cooperation with Israel and corruption. The hackers called 
themselves the Azerian Cyber Army and warned that Azerbaijani authorities 
would share the fate of former Arab dictators.

The hackers who destroyed edu.gov.az and vet.edu.gov.az websites of the 
.JOJTUSZ�PG�&EVDBUJPO�QMBDFE�GPSNFS�*TMBN�1BSUZ�DIBJSNBO�.PWTVN�4BNBEPW�
AT�PQJOJPOT�PO�IJKBC�	IFBETDBSG
�CBO�PO�UIF�XFCTJUFT��

Meanwhile, the Trend news agency’s site was also hacked after an item critical 
of Azerbaijani-Israeli relations was posted on the site.. Hackers also attacked 
UIF�XFCTJUFT�PG�UIF�4UBUF�4VQQPSU�'VOE�GPS�/(0T�	DTTO�HPW�B[
�BOE�"CTIFSPO�
3FHJPOBM�&YFDVUJWF�1PXFS�	BCTIFSPO�HPW�B[
��

*O�SFTQPOTF�PO����+BOVBSZ�B�HSPVQ�PG�"[FSJ�IBDLFST�LOPXO�BT�1JSBUFT�$SFX�
posted a list of Iran-based websites it claimed to have hacked in retaliation 
GPS�UIF�"[FSJBO�$ZCFS"SNZ�BUUBDLT��	3FMBUJPOT�CFUXFFO�"[FSCBJKBO�BOE�*SBO�
home to a large Azeri minority, have been strained over Baku’s closure of 
NPTRVFT�BOE�SFTUSJDUJPOT�PO�UIF�XFBSJOH�PG�IFBETDBSWFT
�

“Iranian hackers” attacked the websites of the Azerbaijan State Television & 
3BEJP�$PNQBOZ�"[57�BOE�"[FSCBJKBOJ�"JSMJOFT�	";"-
�PO�������'FCSVBSZ��
In the overnight attack the hackers replaced AzTV website homepage with the 
message “Life is a game. Game is over!” Hackers posted a different message in 
&OHMJTI�PO�UIF�";"-�XFCTJUF���i)BDLFE�#Z�$PDBJO�8BSSJPST�GSPN�QFSTJBu�	TJD
��
On the same night,  the Sport Azerbaijan and Culture TV channels also were 
hacked. Azerbaijan authorities believe these attacks are organized inside Iran.

©�*OUFSOBUJPOBM�1BSUOFSTIJQ�(SPVQ�PO�"[FSCBčBO�SFQPSU�i3VOOJOH�4DBSFEw
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$)"15&3�'*7&��45"5&�$0/530-�
OvEr ThE MEdIa

The political climate in Azerbaijan remains hostile to the activity of 
mass media outlets and citizen journalists. Government legislation 
poses a serious threat to access to information and to the dissemination 
of information. As a result, Azerbaijani citizens and the international 
community are unable to access reliable, comprehensive, and objective 
news on human rights issues relevant to Azerbaijan. Moreover, the 
government’s attitude towards independent journalism discourages and 
disempowers citizen journalists. Due to this weakness, Azerbaijan is 
overly reliant on government sources for information, and the population 
is under-informed about matters of public interest. Traditional radio and 
television broadcasting is under strict government control, and all radio 
BOE�UFMFWJTJPO�DPNQBOJFT�TFSWF�UIF�HPWFSONFOU�JO�WBSJPVT�XBZT��*O������
the Azerbaijani government placed a ban on the broadcast of Radio 
BBC, Radio Liberty and Voice of America on local FM frequencies. 
These radio stations were the only ones that ensured political pluralism 
for Azerbaijani citizens.

Via flashmob action, 
Azerbaijani youth protest 
against state pressure on 
independent print media.
Photo: IRFS
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It is impossible to obtain a license for broadcasting in Azerbaijan, despite the 
GBDU�UIBU�UIFSF�BSF�B�TVGàDJFOU�OVNCFS�PG�BWBJMBCMF�GSFRVFODJFT��$FOTPSTIJQ�
is applied to both radio and television broadcasts in Azerbaijan, and citizens 
are unable to access complete and balanced news and information.
The circulation levels of the four non-government-sponsored newspapers 
that seek to provide political pluralism are low, and they reach less than 
��QFSDFOU� PG� UIF�QPQVMBUJPO��5IF� TUBUF� FDPOPNZ�IBT�CFFO�NPOPQPMJ[FE�
by a small number of oligarchs, which limits the advertising market, and 
constitutes another obstacle in the development of the media in Azerbaijan. 
&WFO�NFEJVN�TJ[FE�FOUSFQSFOFVST�SFGVTF�UP�BEWFSUJTF�JO�UIF�JOEFQFOEFOU�
and opposition media for fear of angering the authorities.

";57�57�DIBOOFM�XIJDI�XBT�PGàDJBMMZ�USBOTGPSNFE�JOUP�DMPTFE�+PJOU�4UBLF�
$PNQBOZ�JO������JT�TUJMM�àOBODFE�GSPN�UIF�TUBUF�CVEHFU�BOE�JUT�BGàMJBUF�
Idman-Azerbaycan TV channel have not been abolished yet. On the 
contrary, the JSC was expanded and was entitled to broadcast Madaniyyat 
	$VMUVSF
�BOE�*ENBO�"[FSCBZDBO��	4QPSU�"[FSCBJKBO
�57�DIBOOFMT��*O�UIF�
meantime , one of the obligations of Azerbaijan before the Council of 
&VSPQF�JT�UP�MJRVJEBUF�";57�57�DIBOOFM��

In the recent period a number of what is supposed to be press kiosks but 
in reality beautiful sales booths were placed in Baku.  The booths sell all 
kinds of food and consumer goods except for newspapers. There are small 
newspaper stands beside these booths. The information about the owners 
of these sales booths is kept secret. The places where these booths are 
located were previously occupied by newspaper booths of Qasid and Qaya 
distribution companies. 

*O�UIF�SFDFOU�����NPOUIT�OFXTTUBOET�CFMPOHJOH�UP�(BTJE�+4$�IBWF�CFFO�
massively removed from the streets of Baku. Furthermore, Gasid and Gaya 
distribution companies are deprived from subscription revenue. According 
to Gaya Distribution Company director Khanhuseyn Aliyev, all the state 
BHFODJFT�BOE�PSHBOJ[BUJPOT�IBWF�CFFO�VOPGàDJBMMZ�PSEFSFE�UP�TVCTDSJCF�UP�
newspapers via Kaspi Distribution Company. Restrictions on the press 
distribution seriously affected the sales incomes of some high-circulation 
newspapers such as Yeni Musavat and Azadlig. The monopolization of all 
GPSNT�PG�QSFTT�EJTUSJCVUJPO�	NPCJMF�TBMFT�LJPTLT�BOE�TVCTDSJQUJPO
�XJMM�BMMPX�
UIF�HPWFSONFOU� UP�FBTJMZ�QSFWFOU� UIF� TBMF�PG� DFSUBJO�OFXTQBQFST� BOE�PS�
NBHB[JOFT��5IF�TBNF�TDFOBSJP�XBT�BQQMJFE�CBDL�JO�����������XIFO�QSFTT�
distributors taken under state monopoly refused to sell Monitor magazine 
without providing any reason.
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CONCluSION
The Azerbaijani government has developed sophisticated judicial machinery 
UIBU�TUJáFT�DSJUJDBM�BOE�JOEFQFOEFOU�SFQPSUJOH��

The authorities continuously resort to violence, abductions, torture, beatings 
and the illegal detention of journalists in blatant violation of international 
human rights and freedom of expression standards. Such practices have led 
to an increasing sense of insecurity and a high incidence of self- - -censorship 
within the media community.

Recently changed legislation fails to adequately protect journalists and do 
OPU�SFáFDU�UIF�DPVOUSZ�T�JOUFSOBUJPOBM�DPNNJUNFOUT�JO�UFSNT�PG�GSFFEPN�PG�
expression and human rights. Defamation is still criminalized. 

The government’s tight control over print, broadcast and Internet media 
severely restricts the growth of the independent media as a critical source of 
information. Restrictions on advertising revenue, printing and distribution, as 
well as an acute lack of private investment, suffocate the handful of relatively 
successful independent publications. 

The overall environment in which the Azerbaijani media currently operates 
QSFWFOUT� JU� GSPN� IPMEJOH� UIPTF� JO� QPXFS� UP� BDDPVOU�� OPS� EPFT� JU� QSPWJEF�
citizens with quality independent news reporting. When the media is unable 
UP�GVMàMM�TVDI�JOUSJOTJD�GVODUJPOT�TPDJFUZ�DBOOPU�QSPQFSMZ�WPJDF�JUT�DPODFSOT�
PS�DBOBMJ[F� JUT�EJTDPOUFOU� UISPVHI�QFBDFGVM� JOTUJUVUJPOBMJ[FE�NFBOT��6OUJM�
this fundamental right is guaranteed, a more democratic Azerbaijan remains 
a distant prospect.
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